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We need to share the story of African fashion: AFI
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AFI helps African des igners learn about the bus ines s of fas hion. Image credit: African Fas hion International

By SARAH RAMIREZ

CAPE T OWN, South Africa – Although many high-end fashion brands take inspiration from African cultures,
designers native to the continent still lack visibility.

In a conversation between Vogue International editor Suzy Menkes and the founder of African Fashion International
at the Condé Nast International Luxury Conference on April 10, the two women discussed the potential of the African
fashion industry. Urbanization and globalization are also shaping Africa into a valuable market in the fashion
business.
“I’ve always had a love for my people in South Africa, a love for African people, a love of the creativity I have seen
growing up,” said Dr. Precious Moloi-Motsepe, founder and executive chairperson at African Fashion International.
“It was very important to set up AFI because I saw an opportunity for us to create a platform that could not only help
designers, to empower them, to market their clothes, but also to support them in terms of knowledge and education.”
Made in Africa
AFI focuses on the business rather than aesthetic aspect of fashion. Networking, collaboration and mentorship are
also part of the organization's educational philosophy.
“Our role is marketing the designers, ensuring they get more knowledge and business acumen,” Dr. Moloi-Motsepe
said.
In the last four years, AFI has trained about 75 designers through its fast-track program.

AFI supports its designers through events and programming. Image credit: African Fashion International
AFI also believes collaborations and an open exchange of ideas can be beneficial for designers in Africa. T he
organization attends the World Economic Forum and hosts Fashion Week events in Johannesburg and Cape T own.
Dr. Moloi-Motsepe believes that in time, a “made in” label for Africa will become a distinguishing feature for the
continent’s fashion designers.
“Our designers are becoming well-known globally because of their aesthetic, inventiveness and cultural heritage,”
she said.
Market power is also growing for African consumers. Dr. Moloi-Motsepe points to several trends, including rapid
urbanization, globalization, technology innovations and a wealth of natural resources, that create opportunities for
fashion labels in Africa.
Fashion opportunities
Across Africa, fashion brands and retailers are looking to make a larger impact.
Online retailer and members’ community Heritage Circle is celebrating the sophistication and achievement of highnet-worth African men by positioning its retail experience as inspirational over transactional.
Described as a modern lifestyle destination for African Gentlemen, Heritage Circle sells a number of curated luxury
brands. In a physical retail environment that is still in its infancy within African nations, Heritage Circle’s goal is to
digitally connect affluent African men to brands that reflect their status, sentiment and preference for quality goods
(see story).
Other high-end brands work to highlight how African sensibilities impact their own creations.
For instance, Canadian department store chain Holt Renfrew celebrated African culture and artisans by featuring the
continent at its annual H Project in-store shop.
T he H Project allows Holt Renfrew to work with nonprofit organizations and support socially and environmentally
responsible fashion. In 2015 the boutique was called “Uncrate Africa,” and it focused on brands that work with
African artisans or donate proceeds to African charities, emphasizing Holt Renfrew’s commitment to charity on a
global scale (see story).
“In terms of African designers’ footprint, you really don’t see that much representation,” Dr. Moloi-Motsepe said.
“It’s important that African designers own this space and are able to benefit economically from their designs.”
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